Guardian lion  
Qing dynasty (1644–1911)  
Shiwan, Guangdong province  
China  
earthenware, glaze  
Courtesy of Guangzhen Zhou  
L2024.0301.007-02

Pair of lion candleholders  c. 1850–1900  
Qing dynasty (1644–1911)  
Shanxi, China  
glazed pottery  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.021-02

Jar with Journey to the West characters  early 20th century  
Henan province, China  
stoneware, glaze  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.028

Charger made for export  c. 1780  
Qing dynasty (1644–1911)  
Jiangxi province, China  
porcelain, underglaze-blue decoration  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.006

Hat stand  late 19th century  
Signed: Zhan Yishun  
Produced by the Lisheng Shop of Jiangxi  
Qing Dynasty (1644–1911)  
Jiangxi province, China  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.016

Hat stand with lions  1922  
Signed: Rong Shunxiang  
Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, China  
porcelain, glaze  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.012

Hat stand with Three Star Gods  19th century  
Qing dynasty (1644–1911)  
Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, China  
porcelain, glaze  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.014

Rice wine or millet wine jar with unidentified figures early 20th century  
Hubei province, China  
stoneware, glaze  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.029

Jar with Journey to the West characters  early 20th century  
Hubei province, China  
stoneware, glaze  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.028

Charger made for export  c. 1780  
Qing dynasty (1644–1911)  
Jiangxi province, China  
porcelain, underglaze-blue decoration  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.006

Hat stand  late 19th century  
Signed: Zhan Yishun  
Produced by the Lisheng Shop of Jiangxi  
Qing Dynasty (1644–1911)  
Jiangxi province, China  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.016

Hat stand with lions  1922  
Signed: Rong Shunxiang  
Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, China  
porcelain, glaze  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.012

Hat stand with Three Star Gods  19th century  
Qing dynasty (1644–1911)  
Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, China  
porcelain, glaze  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.014

Toddler headrest  early 20th century  
northern China  
Cizhou ware  
white-glazed stoneware  
Collection of Sally Yu Leung  
L2024.0301.018